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Abstract
A strong coupling regimewith dressed states is formedwhen a propagating surface plasmon (PSP)
mode coherently exchanges energy with an ensemble of excitons at a rate faster than the system’s
losses. These states are superpositions of superradiance excitons and PSPmodes, accompanied by
remaining subradiance or ‘dark’ exciton states. Dark-states are ubiquitous, especially in disordered
systems, and they rise in number as the number of excitons increases. Here, the ultra-strong coupling
regimewas experimentally observedwith the coupling strength to bare energy as high as g/Eexciton ∼
0.23 using a self-antiaggregation organic dye, BOBzBT2 in anOtto-SPR configuration.We show that
the hybrid systemof excitons in a nonlinear organic dye layer and a PSPmode can be described by
employing dark-state in a theory of nonlinear third-order sum-frequency generation (TSFG). Close
agreement between the theory and the experiment has been demonstrated. The study opens up a new
perspective for establishing a relationship between the optical properties of a third-order nonlinear
material and the extent of strong coupling.

1. Introduction

The relative rates of the fundamental processes influence the dynamics of a collection of identical excitons
confined in a cavity with a propagating surface plasmon (PSP)mode. Strong coupling is realizedwhen the energy
transfer rate between excitons and PSPmode is larger than the loss rate in the system [1, 2]. This results in the
formation of an excitons-PSP hybridwith distinct eigen-energies and eigenstates, when comparedwith the
uncoupled systems. Besides offering a fundamental understanding of light–matter interactions, the regime has
distinct optical properties, allowing formajor advancements in photonic computers and optical
nanodevices [3].

Previously, the observations of the strong couplingwere reported using a variety of organicmaterials. This is
due to its large dipolemomentwhich enables the observation of the strong coupling regime at room
temperature [4, 5]. It is understood that an organicmaterial with a relatively narrow absorption linewidth such
as J-Aggregates is favourable to induce the strong coupling regime [6–8]. However, the self-aggregation in this
sort of organicmolecule appears to be a stumbling barrier in generating a repeatable resonance of the strong
coupling system. This is because the aggregation caused a bathochromic shift in uncoupledmaterial absorbance,
resulting in inconsistent observation of the strong coupling response [9, 10].
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Meanwhile, developing an unambiguous interpretation of the strong coupling regime has proven difficult
due to several competing effects involving excitons and plasmonmodes. The classical approach employs
oscillators with amplitudes inNewton’s equations ofmotionwhere the interaction termmediates the coupling
through the coupling constant, g. On the other hand, the quantumapproach to the excitons-PSP hybrid system
has utilized the Tavis-Cummings (TC)model [11–13]. These studies begin by establishing a qualitative
description of the dispersive behavior and the splitting, either by using a classical field or a quantizedfield
interactingwith a two-level system [14–17]. The TCmodel predicts the formation of an antisymmetric state for
which the spontaneous emission is suppressed. This state, commonly referred to as a subradiance dark-state, is
relatively long lived comparedwith the atomic relaxation time andmaintains the original exciton
energy [18, 19].

The dark-states that are delocalized acrossmultiplemolecules have been observedwhen disordered
chromophores are strongly coupled to a cavitymode [20]. Furthermore, it is expected that the presence of
semilocalized darkmodes will affect coherent energy transport [21]. The exploitation of the dark-state as a
theoretical foundation has proven to provide a consistentmicroscopic interpretation for the experimental
observation [22].Moreover, as a result of introducing the dark-state, the system can be treated as a four-level
system and has been used to explain the nonlinear optical signals in the strong-coupling regime [23]. There are
several studies that deal with the dark-state in nonlinear systems such as in photonicwaveguides [24],
electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [25], all-optical switching [26] - and in optomechanical systems
[27]. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the phasematching for parametric anti-Stokes generation is
self-induced due to the dark-state coherence [28].

In this study, a novel self-antiaggregation organic dye, 1,4-bis[2-(5-thiophene-2-yl)-1-benzothiopene]-2,5-
dioctyloxybenzene (BOBzBT2)was employed to observe the ultra-strong coupling between excitons and PSP in
an SPR-Otto experiment. The experimental result was interpreted using the theory of nonlinear third-order
sum-frequency generation (TSFG), which describes the hybrid systemof a collection of identical excitons in a
nonlinear dielectric film and the PSPmode. The three polaritonic states including the subradiance dark-state in
the TSFGmodel, alongwith the addition of phenomenological damping terms analogous to those in the density
matrix formulation, enable the utilisation of the four-level systempredicted in the TCmodel. A good theory-
experiment agreement enables the prediction of the optical properties of the strong coupling regime.

2. Experimental observation of the ultra-strong coupling regime

BOBzBT2was prepared according to our previous work [29] andwas diluted in chloroform (CHCl3) solvent.
Onemillilitre quantities of the dilutionswith different BOBzBT2:CHCl3 ratios (mg:ml)were spin-coated on to
the Aufilm at 3,000RPM for 40 s. Prior to that, a 50 nm thickAu layer was sputter deposited on a glass substrate
using sputteringmachinewith the rate of 9 nmmin−1. The BOBzBT2 dye consists of two thiophenemonomers
andwas added in order to enhance the nonlinear optical response [30]. The presence of bis-donor groups
enhanced the efficiency of two-photon absorption [31]. The thiol groups in BOBzBT2 provide for strong
adhesion to the gold surface.Meanwhile, the advantages of the dioctyloxy-substituents on phenylenemoiety are
that the dye demonstrated good solubility in commonorganic solvents apart frompreventing intermolecular
self-aggregation [32].

A surface plasmon resonance (SPR) experiment was conducted using theOtto configuration [33]. In the
Otto-SPR configuration, the sandwiched dielectric structure betweenmetal and prism simulates an optical
cavity. This facilitates the excitons-PSP coupling by reducing the energy dissipation caused by the light escaping
from the system. Lightwas incident on the prism-dielectric layer interface with an angle, θ and its reflectance was
collected by a spectrometer. During eachmeasurement, a drop of deionizedwater was placed on top of the prism
before it was sandwichedwith the bare Aufilm or the BOBzBT2:CHCl3 coatedAufilms.

To avoid the risk of interference between the functional groups and to encourage one-to-one interaction
between Frenkel excitons and PSP, deionizedwater is used in place of the index-matching fluid. Immersion oil,
for example, has organic constituents such as the hydrogenated phenylmoiety and polybutene. Thus, using an
inorganicmaterial such aswater eliminates the likelihood of interference in the strong coupling regime
generated by Frenkel excitons.

The experimental setup is shown infigure 1.One of the challenges in theOtto configuration is the difficulty
of adjusting the gap between themetal and the prismwith precision. Severalmethods for controlling the gap
have previously been proposed, including using a pre-defined thickness spacer coating [34], a dielectric polymer
spacing layer [35], or dual-resonance fibre [36].While using spacer foil allows for precisemeasurement of spacer
thickness, slight differences in the thickness of the left and right spacer foilsmay produce inconsistent results. To
achieve a relatively uniform spacer thickness, we apply a uniform load to the Aufilm. This is accomplished by
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placing a 5 grams iron block on top of the back of Au-coated glass substrate and leaving it for 5 min to allow the
excess deionizedwater to ooze out of the layer.

The emission and absorption spectra of BOBzBT2 inCHCl3 are shown infigure 2(a)where two distinct
peaks are evident. Interestingly, this double-peaked spectrum is similar to the spectra of Rhodamine 6 G, an
organicmaterial that has been used to produce the strong coupling observation [14]. The frequency 6.246×
1014 Hz, which correspond to the absorbance peak, has been chosen for the scaling frequency factor,ωa for the
later experiment-theory fitting process. It was chosen because it ismore pronounced than the 2.58 eVpeak. In
addition, 2.58 eV coincides with the emission peak. The absorbance spectra infigure 2(b)depict evidence of self-
antiaggregation. In contrast to thewidely employed J-aggregate andH- aggregate, neither bathochromic or
hypsochromic shifts were seenwhen the concentration of BOBzBT2was varied.

By referring tofigure 2(c), it can be seen that there is only a single dip in the reflectivity curve obtained using a
bare Aufilm at an angle of incidence of θ= 62˚. However, the curve appears to haveflattened between 1.5 and
2 eV. Thismight be attributed to increased skin depth and dissipation losses at longer wavelengths.

On the other hand, the introduction of BOBzBT2 into the system, namely, bymodifying Aufilmwith
1BOBzBT2:3CHCl3 dilution, resulted in the presence of a second reflectivity dip at 1.54 eV. The dip is preserved
evenwhen using a slightly higher concentration, i.e., 1BOBzBT2:2CHCl3-modifiedAufilm. This left-hand dip
becomes pronouncedwhen the concentration of BOBzBT2 is increased to 3BOBzBT2:5CHCl3 implying its
proportionality to the exciton number,N.

The strong coupling is characterized by the dip splitting of the SPR spectra for which the splittingwidthmust
be larger than thewidth of thematerial absorption line and the uncoupled plasmon line, γp. The linewidths of
the absorbance spectrum as infigure 2(a) and the uncoupled plasmon as infigure 2(c), are determined at
560 meV and 580 meV, respectively. These values are smaller than the splittingwidth—with a splitting to
damping ratio (2 g/γp) of∼2.1, which indicates that the ultra-strong coupling regime has been achieved.

Infigure 2(d), the energies of the two dips representing the upper polariton (UP) and lower polariton (LP)
are plotted as a function of incidence angle. The dashed lines correspond to the energies of the absorbance (Eabs)
and emission (Eemi) lines of the uncoupled excitons while Ep represents bare PSP energies. The system exhibits
very clear anti-crossing behaviourwith the smallest Rabi splitting energy of∼580 meV at an incidence angle of
52°.Meanwhile, the splitting energy at zero detuning value (Eabs—Ep) is determined to be∼697 meV at 65° of
incidence angle. The error bars were calculated by taking the standard deviation for t= 5, where t is the number
of repeatingmeasurements with different 3BOBzBT2:5CHCl3 coatedAufilms.

Many reported strong coupling experimental observations show that the upper and lower polariton
dispersions asymptotically approach both the exciton and plasmon dispersions. In [37], by using two coupled
harmonic oscillators, symmetrical Rabi splitting can be illustrated by equating the loss rates of both oscillators.
There are, however, a number of studies where asymmetrical Rabi splitting is present [38–40]. An asymmetrical
anti-crossingmay be attributed to the difference in energy dissipation betweenmaterial and bare cavity, or PSP
mode. The discrepancy is accentuated in systems containing a disorganized ensemble of excitons, such as the
one investigated herein.

Figure 1. Schematic diagramof an SPR-Otto experiment.
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3. Theoretical description andfittingwith the experiment result

The interaction scheme for the present study is illustrated infigure 3(a). In an uncoupled system, themolecular
states of the collection of excitons in a dielectric or dye film are denoted as ∣pñand *∣p ñ, respectively.When the
light impinges on the coupling prismof an SPR setup, the strong coupling between the excitons and the PSP
mode occurs. A four-level excitons-PSP hybrid system is assumed to have formedwith a pair of dressed states
∣ ñ2 and ∣ ñ4 , together with a dark-state, ∣ ñ3 .The dark-state is located at the same energy as the uncoupled
molecular state *∣p ñ.The following non-degenerate frequency components−w ,1 w2 and w3 are introduced to
represent the transition resonance between states ∣ ñ1 –∣ ñ2 , ∣ ñ2 –∣ ñ3 and ∣ ñ3 –∣ ñ4 , respectively. The hybrid system is
assumed to be phasematchedwith the TSFG and occurs at the resonance transition between state ∣ ñ4 and state
∣ ñ1 .The spectral behaviour of the TSFG generated fieldwith a frequency of w w w w= + +4 1 2 3 is investigated.

Tomodel the interaction between these frequency components, we recall the following scalar wave equation
for a time-dependent electricfield propagating in a nonlinearmedium:

( ) ( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ( )m e m = ¶ ¶ + ¶ ¶E E Pt t t t t 1NL2
0 0

2 2
0

2 2/ /

where thewave equation is obtained using the general formofMaxwell’s equations in the absence of any current
density or charge density. m0 and e0 are the permeability and permittivity of free space, respectively - while PNL

is the induced nonlinear polarization in themedium and is expressed in terms of thefield vector, E.
The system is assumed to be in a phasematching conditionwith the following set of nonlinear polarization

components, corresponding to the sum-frequency generation phenomenon:

Figure 2. (a)Emission and absorption spectra of BOBzBT2 inCHCl3 solution. The inset shows themolecular structure of the
BOBzBT2 dye. (b)Absorption spectra of BOBzBT2 in CHCl3 at different concentrations. The BOBzBT2:CHCl3 ratios (mg/ml) are
represented by the ratios 1:1, 3:5, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4. (c)Experimental SPR spectra obtained from the bare Aufilm and fromBOBzBT2:
CHCl3-modified Aufilms at θ= 62˚. (d)Variation of the Rabi splitting energies as a function of incidence angle (t= 5), where Eabs1
and Eabs2 lines are the bare absorbance peakswhile Ep curve is uncoupled PSP.
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where ( )c 3 is the third-order nonlinear susceptibility of themedium.Wehave treated the field components as
planewaves propagating in the z-direction. The amplitude ( )E ti assumed to be a periodic function of position
that varies along the optical axis zwith a period on the order of the optical wavelength ( )=E zA e ,i i

ik zi


where
=i 1, 2, 3, 4.By substituting the equation (2) into equation (1) and using the slowly-varying-amplitude-

approximation, d E dz dE dz,i i
2 2





/ / the following set of coupled equations is obtained [41]:
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where the original equations are scaled by introducing the following dimensionless variables; =a E E ,i i min

 
/

w=u z ca / and w w=fi i a/ - representing the scaled electric field, scaled thickness of the dielectric film and the
scaled transition frequency, respectively. The value of the frequency factor wa is the experimental value of the
exciton resonance frequency for the uncoupled system as introduced in the previous section. Emin


corresponds

to thefield enhancement caused by the PSPmode and isfixed at = -E 10 V mmin
7 1


—while thefield amplitude

a4 can be obtained by solving equation (3)numerically. By plotting a4 against the frequency, f ,4 the SPR
reflectivity spectra can be observed.

Meanwhile, gij ( =ij 12, 23, 34, 41) is the scaled damping parameter similar to that of phenomenological

damping in densitymatrix formalism (more in the later section). It was included since transitionswithin the
excitation rung of the TCmodelmay be induced solely by emitter decay processes, such as incoherent contact
with the external environment or the dipole dephasing rate attributable to processes unrelated to population
transfer [42].Moreover, in TCmodel, the transition to dark-state from the ground state is forbidden [43].

It is demonstrated infigure 3(b) that, with all damping parameters equal to zero and using the scaled
thickness range of < <u0 0.27, only a single dip - similar to that of the uncoupled SPR spectrum, is observed
when letting =f 0.3 On the contrary, with the nonzero f ,3 the solution curve demonstrates two dips spectrum.
In the experimental observations reported in [44–46], the dips are shifted as the result of changing the angle of
incidence of the light.Moving the angle of incidence closer to or away from the critical angle also affects the
depth of the dips.

Figure 3. (a)An excitons-PSP hybrid system consists of the dressed states ∣ ñ2 , ∣ ñ4 and the dark-state ∣ ñ3 was formedwhenN excitons
interacting stronglywith a PSPmode. The theory proposes that the reflected light has a resonance frequency of w4 and is generated by
the TSFGprocess. (b)Only a single dip curve is obtainedwhen =f 03 and ( )c = ´ -3.841 103 7 esu. The insets show the change of
the response curve as the result of varying the value of ( )c 3 and f ,1 respectively.
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By solving the equation (3) at which the value of ( )c 3 is increased, the aforementioned experimental
observations can be closely imitated (see Inset 1 offigure 3(b)).With this similarity, we can infer that, as the
incident angle approaches the critical angle, i.e., when the deflection of incident light isminimized, the strength
of the evanescent wave is increased, thereby increasing the strength of ( )c 3 in the system. This is consistent with
the fact that the largemagnitude of the third-order susceptibility enhances polariton - polariton interactions
[47]. In addition, the right dip is particularly sensitive to the value of f .1 As f1 increases with respect to thefixed
values of f2 and f ,3 the right dip diminishes and approaches a single dip SPR spectrum (see Inset 2 offigure 3(b)).
Thismay be owing to the reasons that the separation between the dressed states ∣ ñ2 and ∣ ñ4 becomes smaller as f1
increases—and therefore the energy of the system approaches that of the uncoupled system.

Theoretical fitting to the experimental results was then carried out.We have used the curve obtained from
the 3BOBzBT2:5CHCl3 coatedAufilm, due to its pronounced left-hand dip - as comparedwith the one obtained
from the 1BOBzBT2:3CHCl3 and 1BOBzBT2:2CHCl3 coatedAu films. The energy, eV, of the x-axis on the
experimental spectrum infigure 2(c)must be converted to the scaled frequency, f4, in order tofit with the
theoretical spectrum. Therefore, the experimental spectrumwas scaledwith the uncoupled BOBzBT2 resonance
frequency, 6.246× 1014 Hz or 2.74 eV.

The theory showed close agreement with the experimental curve (figure 4). However, in order for the theory
tomatchwith the experimental curve, the damping terms gij needed to be nonzero - namely g = 0.429,12

g = 0.03123 and g = 0.041.34 The damping for the ∣ ∣ñ - ñ4 1 transition, g ,41 was fixed at g g g g= + +41 12 23 34
- while, the frequency components were set at f1= 2.500 and f2= f3= 0.550, respectively.

4. Estimation of transition dipolemoment and coupling parameter

The coupling parameter for excitons-PSP hybrid can be derived by investigating the totalHamiltonian of the
system.We begin by considering Ns excitons in each NL layer - where the totalHamiltonian is given by;

ˆ ( )
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thefirst and second terms on theRHS of equation (4) represent theHamiltonian for free excitons and the freely
quantized PSPmodes. †si j, and si j, are the exciton raising and lowering operators, respectively while

†a
k
 is the

creation operator and ak
 is a destruction operator for a PSPmode. The quantization of the PSPmode is

Figure 4.Closematch demonstrated between the theoretical curve and the experimental curve.
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performed by using the vector, ( ( )) ( ∣ ∣ )= +- -u L k e u iu k k ,k
k z

k z z
1 2 z

    



  // where the ( )L k


is chosen so as to

normalize the energy of themode [48]. uk
 and uz

 are the unit vectors for the in-plane direction (x-axis) and the
vertical direction (z-axis), with respect to the in-planemomentum k


(z-axis), respectively.

The system enters the ultra-strong coupling regimewhen the parameter coupling, g is increased tomore
than 10%of the uncoupled exciton energy (g/Eexciton0.1) [49]. As can be seen in the experimental spectra
(figure 2(c)), the systemoperates in the ultra-strong coupling regimewith a Rabi splitting corresponding to a
23%of the uncoupled exciton energy. Thus, the interactionHamiltonian, i.e., the third term of theRHS in
equation (4) is obtained in its general formwithout employing the rotatingwave approximation (RWA). This is
due to the fact that the presence of non-negligible antiresonant light–matter coupling terms in ultra-strong
coupling regime causes changes in both excited and ground state properties. However, theHamiltonianwill not
be evaluated explicitly in the following analysis. Rather, the interaction term in equation (4) is used to obtain the
coupling parameter expression for the case of a collection of identical excitons and the PSPmode.

A is the area of the coupling site and the coupling parameter mg can bewritten explicitly as

( ( ) )m w e=mg u k 2k 0
1 2


 / / where it is proportional to the value of the transition dipolemoment, m.To

approximate the totalHamiltonian as an ensemble of ´N Ns L excitons, we define the collectivemode of the Ns

and NL excitons as ( ) ( )† †å= +-
=D N b b e

j k s i

N
i j i j

ik r
,

1 2
1 , ,

.s
 

/ and ( ( ))† †å= mm
-

=D g k g D ,
k

N
j

N

j
1

1 ,k
L


  respectively.We

assume that the systemhas a low pumping rate i.e. †s s 1i j i j, ,  - for whichwe can replace the †si j, and si j, with the

bosonic operators, †bi j, and b ,i j, respectively [50]. This assumption is used since the experimental reflectivity dip
observed has a broad linewidth (figure 2(a)), suggesting that the system is in the low excitation domain.

( )mg kN

is defined such that the collectivemode operator is normalizedwhere the summation over all NL in

the thickness z for a singlemode gives (see details of the derivation in the Supplementary Information):

∣ ∣ ( )=m mg N g 5N 2

where, =N N N Azs L/ is the number density, i.e. the number of excitons per unit volume.
From the theoretical-experimental fitting shown infigure 4, the value of ( )c 3 for 3BOBzBT2:5CHCl3 is

identified at ( )c = ´ -4.355 103 7 esu. Third-order nonlinearity in strong coupling systems is not unique. There
were previous research reports on strong-coupling observations using organicmaterials with relatively high
third-order susceptibility values, such as polymethine dye, Rhodamine 6 G, and P3HT [51, 52]. To estimate the
value of the transition dipolemoment, m41 for 3BOBzBT2:5CHCl3 and subsequently, the value of coupling

constant, mg ,N

41
a quantummechanical description of ( )c 3 must be employed. This description uses the density

matrix formulation -which ismore appropriate in the circumstances where there is an ensemble of identical
excitons.Moreover, the formulation permits the addition of the phenomenological damping, gij which

rationalize the transition between polaritonic states as utilized in the present theory.Τhe densitymatrix
expression for m41 is given by [53, 54];

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

(( ) ( )) ( ( ))
( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( )m N c g

g g w g g g
g g g w g g g g

=

´
+ - + +

- + - - +

f f i

f f i
6

a

a

41
4 3 3

12
2

12 23 4 123
2

41 12 23
2

12 12 23 4 123 41 12 12 23



where = + +f f f f123 1 2 3 and at the resonance, -f f4 123 = 0. In the following estimation of m ,41 we choose the
number density atN = ´8.7 1026 -m .3 This choice ismade considering that themolecular weight of
BOBzBT2 is higher than that of the TDBCmolecule - for which a value ofN = ´1.47 1025 -m 3 was obtained
in [55]. By using the value of ( )c 3 obtained from fitting process, we estimate that the value of the transition dipole
moment is m = 2.365 D.41 Substituting m41 into equation (6) and observing the change of

( )c 3 with respect to f4
reveals that the resonance frequency of the strong coupling regime is =f 3.599,4 (see figure 5(a)).While the
magnitude of ( )c 3 depends on the value of m ,41 N and gij - varying the frequency components in equation (6)
shifts the resonance as demonstrated in the inset offigure 5(a).

Following the estimation of m ,41 the behavior of the coupling constant mg N

41
with respect to f4 is investigated.

Here, only the vector perpendicular to k ,

i.e. ∣ ∣iu k kz z

  
 / in equation (5), is considered - since the coupling

strength is at its highest value when themolecular orientation is perpendicular to the cavity surface [56]. To
calculate the value of ( )L k ,


the value of the dielectric function for the Aufilm is estimated using theDrude-

Sommerfeld dynamical equation for a free-electronwith the following bulk Au values of the plasma frequency,
w = ´ -13.8 10 sp

15 1and the damping term, G = ´ -1.075 10 s ,14 1 respectively [57, 58]. To estimate the
thickness of the dielectric layer, we have carried out a theoretical calculation using linear Fresnel analysis at both
the dielectric-prism and the dielectric-Au layer interfaces - and havefitted it to the experimental results in
figure 2(c). At =z 130 nm, the theoretical curvesmatchwith the experimental dips.However, as the linear
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optics treatment failed to predict the dynamics of strong coupling, two distinct values of dielectric constant, e2

were used tofit the left and right dips namely e = + i49.3 28.12 and e = + i35.0 36.2 ,2 respectively.
The experimental coupling parameter value, =mg 659 meVN (figure 2(c)) can be obtained by evaluating

equation (5) using the same number density value,N = ´8.7 1026 -m ,3 and the thickness of the dielectric
layer, =z 130 nm as demonstrated infigure 5(b). However, to obtain the same resonance frequency at

=f 3.5994 as infigure 5(a), the dielectric functionmust be equal to e = + i46.3 28.1 ,2 which is between the
values of e2 estimated using a linear optics formalism. Furthermore, this value of e2 is near the dielectric constant
value of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (CH3)2SO, another well-known organosulfur compound [59].

5. Comparisonwith dressed state formalism

Previous theoretical work that deals with the strong coupling regime hasmainly been developed by employing
the two-level dressed state formalism.While the two-level system is useful in describing the splitting, only a
qualitative description can be deduced from themodels [60]. On the contrary, the TSFG theory proposed in the
present work offers a unique combination from the viewpoint of the interaction between the energy levels and
the nonlinear optical response. To compare, we investigate the system infigure 3(a) for an avoided crossing
between the dressed states ∣ ñ2 and ∣ ñ4 —but this time, by excluding the dark-state, ∣ ñ3 .

A tensor product from twoHilbert spaces, namely ∣ ∣ ∣ñ Ä ñ = ñn i n i, where ∣ ñn and ∣ ñi represent the photon
state at photon number n and the i th exciton state, respectively were considered.We start with a diagonalization
of the following 2× 2Hermitianmatrix;

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

ˆ
( )

( )( )
w w

w w
=

-

- - +
m

m

H
n ig n

ig n n

2

1 2
7n

N

N

0

0

/

/


by using the rotationmatrix, ( )qR , and the eigenvaluematrix, S- i.e. ˆ ( ) ( )( ) q q= -H R SR .
n 1 The characteristic

polynomial for the determinant of thematrix ˆ ( )
H

n
i.e. ( ( ) )= -  - +E x x x x x41 2 1 2

2
3
2 /2 has also been

employed, wherewe let w w- =n x2 ,0 1/ ( )w w- + =n x1 20 2/ and =ig nN x .3 Subsequently, the
expression of eigen-energies for a pair of dressed states ∣ ñ2 and ∣ ñ4 is given by (a detailed account of its derivation
is presented in the Supplementary Information):

( ) ( )∣ ∣ w= -  WE n 0.5 0.5 8n4, 2 

Wn = ( )D + mng4 N2 1 2
2
/ is the generalized Rabi frequency andD is the detuning frequency, namely

w wD = - 0- where w0 is the excitons-PSP resonance frequency. By letting =n 1,we plot ∣d ñE 4 / and ∣d ñE 2 /
as a function ofDwhere atD = 0, the values of the eigen-energies for the dressed states ∣ ñ2 and ∣ ñ4 can be

Figure 5. (a)The resonance frequency of strong coupling regime is observed at =f 3.599.4 The resonance shifted by varying the f ,1 as
shown in the inset. (b)Coupling parameter as a function of f4 evaluated using the same value on N used during the estimation of
transition dipolemoment.
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expressed as ( )∣ w= +E 4.4982 0  and ( )∣ w= +E 5.817 ,4 0  respectively (figure 6). By using equation (8) and
substituting =mg 659 meVN into W ,n w0 is calculated to be: w = ´2.494 10 Hz.0

15

Meanwhile, the TSFG resonance predicted by the theoreticalfitting to the experimental results is determined
to be: =f 3.599.4 Since w w=f ,a4 4/ the value of w ,4 which also represents the excitons-PSP resonance
frequency, is determined at w = ´2.246 10 Hz.4

15

It can therefore be seen that the difference between the excitons-PSP hybrid resonance, w ,0 calculated via the
dressed state formalismwith experimental coupling parameter, mg ,N and w ,4 predicted by the theory of TSFG, is

» eV1 which is coincidewith the value of Frenkel exciton binding energy. Furthermore, this disparity is owing
to the fact that when calculating equation (8), only a single exciton is considered. The theory of TSFG, on the
other hand, was constructed based on the presence of the dark-state in the system. This, as anticipated in the
Otto-SPR configuration, implies that the system containsmany excitons, because the number of dark-states
grows as the number of excitons increases [20].

6. Conclusions

In summary, we report the experimental observation of ultra-strong exciton-PSP coupling in an SPR system
using theOtto configuration. The large Rabi splitting corresponding to 23%of the uncoupled exciton energy is
obtained using an organic dye, BOBzBT2. BOBzBT2 has self-antiaggregation properties, which permits the
construction of a stable strong coupling system even in a relatively exposed configuration like the SPR setup.We
demonstrated, for thefirst time, that the values of the transition dipolemoment and coupling parameter in the
strong coupling regime can be estimated analytically by combining the third-order nonlinearity theory of sum-
frequency generation (TSFG)with the subradiance dark-state predicted in the TCmodel. The theory also
consistently responds to the behaviour of a strong coupling system, and the good fit with the experimental
results confirms the applicability of ourmodel. To test the proposed theory, we compared it to the existing
dressed state formalism and found that the difference in excitons-PSP resonance frequency is∼1 eV,which
corresponds to the Frenkel binding energy. Aside from emphasising the significance of self-antiaggregation dye
in strong coupling systems and allowing for a practical implementation of the subradiance dark-state to describe
the phenomenon, present work paves theway for the discovery of a previously unknown link between optical
characteristics in the strong coupling regime.
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